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MetalRustGuard
What is MetalRustGuard?
MetalRustGuard is a non-toxic, protective wrap that prevents rust and corrosion on any
type of metal. Because MetalRustGuard contains no VOC’s or harsh chemicals in its’
manufacturing, it can be used on the installation of any metal without harm to the user
applying it or the environment it is placed in.
What is MetalRustGuard made of?
MetalRustGuard’s base material is a hydrophobic polypropylene. The adhesiveness of the
material is a proprietary wax formula that provides adhesion to the metal and prevents
harmful contamintes in the atmopshere from corroding the metal on the inside. The wax
is FDA approved and contains all non-toxic ingredients, making MetalRustGuard safe to
be applied by hand.
How does MetalRustGuard keep metal corrosion free?
MetalRustGuard’s ingredients create an impenetrable barrier to various weather and
climate conditions including high humidity, extreme cold and marine environments from
affecting its performance. Polypropylene’s chemical properties do not absorb water, but
acts like a water retardant pushing water away. The wax acts as a superior inhibitor
against harmful atmospheric elements that cause corrosion.
What sizes does MetalRustGuard come in?
MetalRustGuard comes in roll form, in widths of 4.5”, 6”, 9” 12”, 18”, 36”, 55” with 150
FT on each roll. For a nominal fee, the material can be perforated to tear away at a
desired length for quicker application, maximizing coverage and minimizing waste. We
also offer customizable and practically priced printing services of company logos on the
material, which provides excellent branding and a professional packaging touch.
Does MetalRustGuard need any prep work or adhesives to work?
Not at all! MetalRustGuard is self-adhesive and only requires a dry surface to be used in
its’ application. Light pressure of the material to the metal prevents rust and corrosion
without any other equipment needed. MetalRustGuard is ideal for shipping or storing
metal for an extended period of time without worry of rust and corrosion.
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